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ABSTRACT

Tremendous advantages of virtualization and cloud computing
innovations have invigorated the Information and Communication
Technology sector towards embracing cloud computing. Different ICT-empowered service providers additionally have either
embraced cloud computing or began moving administrations to
cloud framework. Be that as it may, the expanding interest for
cloud based foundation has come about into extreme issue of
managing the resources and load balancing for cloud specialist
providers and customers. Specialists have recommended various
different load balancing techniques for effective resource usage
in cloud. An epic load balancing strategy speaking to migration
of workload from over-loaded VM to daintily stacked VM in cloud
computing condition is introduced in this paper. An endeavor is
made to help the cloud partners to overcome the imbalanced resource usage issue is displayed in this paper.
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Introduction
Since its origin in a decade ago, with
assistance of unrests in information and
communication
advances,
the
cloud
computing worldview has accomplished new
statures and come about into one
increasingly stable kind of distributed
computing. Embracing cloud computing helps
in keeping away from broad speculation on
hardware
equipments
[4].
As
per
administration customers' necessities, the
cloud environments are molded to provide
different administration models, for example,
Infrastructure services, Platform services and
Software
services.
Aside
from
the
advantages of cloud computing be that as it
may, allocation of the resources and the
management is testing assignment for cloud
service providers. Interest for cloud assets is
expanding step by step. Such increment
popular for cloud assets make resource
allocation task errand troublesome for the
cloud service providers.
In like manner, the task of cloud resource
management turns out to be progressively
troublesome amid unexpected upsurge of on
demand resources if there should be an
occurrence of restricted accessibility of real
physical resources at the cloud premises.
Improper designation of cloud resources may
result
into
either
on-time
resource
inaccessibility to service consumers or poor
utilization of cloud resources; which may lead
towards infringement in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). SLA infringement may
result into declination consequently on
venture or then again contract end now and
then. When all is said in done, 'steady
accessibility' of foundation service has kept
on being one of the most essential
prerequisites of customers from the cloud
service providers since the creation of cloud
figuring [11]. Applications running on an
accumulation of interconnected virtual
machine examples in basic cloud figuring
conditions may abandon a few occasions

heavily loaded while other virtual machine
cases might be underlying loaded, causing
degradation of performance and wastage of
cloud processing resources and power. The
test of effective resource utilization in the
cloud computing environments can be tended
to by spreading the workload among the
organized virtual machines by methods for
load balancing strategy. Effectiveness and
performance degradation has remained a
consuming issue in the cloud computing
area. Imbalanced workload dispersion
likewise may cause proficiency degradation
of cloud virtual machines. Varying the
strategy of entirety virtual machine migration,
a novel strategy of relocating the tasks
among virtual machines in cloud is
recommended in this paper. The strategy
helps in fathoming the load balancing issue
of virtual machines. The issue of poor
resource distribution and utilization in cloud
can be settled by methods for load balancing
strategy. In this paper, a novel load balancing
system in cloud figuring condition is
recommended for productive utilization of
compute resources [14].Service availability is
prerequisite
in
cloud
environment.
Notwithstanding, in some cases it might wind
up troublesome for service provider to meet
the prerequisite amid certain unavoidable
reasons, for example, normal disasters,
unavailability of power, unavailability of web.
In such cases, the system proposed in this
paper can be useful to service providers for
moving undertakings to safe environment
from hazardous cloud environment.
The rest of the paper is sorted out as
pursues. In next section, learn about different
existing cloud load balancing strategies is
portrayed. A one of a kind load balancing
component is introduced in section 3.
Exploratory outcomes are talked about in
section 4. Concluding comments are
depicted in section 5.
Related Work
The cloud computing environment contains
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broadened components and partners, such as,
networking, storage components, datacenters,
process hubs, service suppliers, service buyers
and Service Level Agreements. In literature
survey different resource assignment and load
balancing methods are available.Figure 1
describes the scenario about how load
balancing works in cloud environment.At the
point when client sends a request to the Cloud
Controller, request will be sent to the load
balancer for executing load balancing
calculations. The load balancer will choose
which virtual machine will deal with the specific
request dependent on the accessibility of the
virtual machines. Cloud controller handles the
errand the board of the request send by the
client [5]. Undertakings are submitted to the
load balancer where load balancing technique
comes to play for allotment of reasonable
virtual machine for executing the errands. VM

manager will deal with every one of the
obligations of the virtual machine. Virtualization
is managing innovation in the cloud computing.
The objective of virtualization is to share the
resources, for example, sharing the equipment,
memory among the virtual machines. As Virtual
machine will be utilized to deal with the client's
request, handling of request is a one of the
testing issues in the cloud computing. In the
event that a portion of the virtual machines are
over-utilized and a portion of the virtual
machines are under stacked which will result
into the reduction in the execution and
furthermore decline the quality of service [8]. A
hypervisor or VMM will be utilized to deal with
the virtual machines. A hypervisor will choose
which virtual machine will deal with the specific
request dependent on burden computation of
the virtual machines and will fulfill the client's
request.

Fig 1 Load Balancing Scenario
In literature survey analysis of different
techniques related to resource allotments and
load balancing have been discussed.Shu-Ching
Wang et.al.,(2010) proposed a load balancing
technique dependent on distributed computing
system. It fundamentally chips away at two
stages scheduling and load balancing.
Proposed technique includes blend of two
methodology
which
comprise
of
OLB(Opportunistic Load Balancing) and
LBMM(Load Balancing Min-Min). Calculation
essentially pursues the specialist based
methodology. It essentially comprise of 3 levels

in which Level 1 Initially there is a request
manager which deal with the workloads and
will send assignments to suitable nodes.
Moreover in Level 2 it comprise of service
manager which will isolate the tasks into the
sub undertakings and relegating them to the
suitable administration nodes. In conclusion in
Level 3 it comprise of administration nodes for
executing the tasks. In this calculation initially
the OLB calculation will be utilized for
relegating the undertakings and LBMM is
utilized for overseeing and figuring the subtasks.
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Aarti et.al.,(2015) have proposed a autonomous
agent load balancing technique for dynamic
load balancing in the distributed computing [21].
In proposed load balancing it essentially
contains three sorts of operators 1) Load
Specialist : The fundamental undertaking of the
load specialist is to figure the load of each
accessible VM in the wake of allotting another
task to the data center. 2) Channel Operator :
When CO will get the demand from the Load
Specialist, it will start relocation specialists to
other data center for looking through the VM
relocation
which
comprise
of
similar
configuration 3) Relocation Specialist.: It will
move to the next data centers and will
communicate with the load operator of the data
center to know the status of VM.
Seyed Gafari et.al., (2013) proposed a novel
methodology of power aware load balancing
approach which is said to be called as Honey
bee MMT calculation which is utilized for
lessening the utilization of the power in
distributed computing environments [17]. This
methodology fundamentally comprise of 4
phases which are 1) Discovery of Overloaded
Host 2) VM choosing approach 3) Location of
Under loaded host 4) Violation of SLA.
The Ant Lion Optimizer calculation proposed by
Aya SalahFarrag et al. depends on ant colony
optimization. The calculation speaks to an
endeavour to optimize response time and
service quality parameters [2]. Haiying Shen
has proposed a resource intensity load
balancing technique [7]. For improving
scalability, the system chooses destination
machine in decentralized way. Ashkan Paya et
al. have proposed energy aware load balancing
technique. For energy aware load balancing,
idle and under stacked servers are moved to
rest state [1]. Yingchi Mao et al. have
concentrated on elasticity in their calculation
[18]. They have proposed Max-min task
scheduling calculation for load balancing in
elastic cloud. Michael Paul Dehann has
recommended a strategy for modified
development of cloud procedures to external

clouds. The proposed work tunes in for inner
and outer observing agents. After gathering the
states of the standards, the virtual machines
are relocated to external [8]. O. Agesen et al.
have displayed a method for reinforcement
adaptation to non-critical failure over remote
virtual machines in VMWare condition. The
proposed work underpins finding reinforcement
framework remotely [12].
After thorough literature study it is felt that a few
calculations
include
clumpsy
network
topologies among virtual machines while a few
calculations statically balance the workload by
fixing predefined loads to different cloud assets
causing
execution
declination.
A
few
calculations are static in nature. A few methods
are hard to execute as they are not open
source. Though a few systems are compelled
to explicit registering stage or innovation. It is
likewise watched that however methods for
relocating whole virtual machines on physical
machines are accessible, there is need of a
technique which encourages exchanging
wanted assignment from over-loaded VM to
under-loaded VM.
Proposed Mechanism.
From the literature review, limited work has
been accomplished for load balancing in cloud
computing environment and those current
systems do have constraints that should be
tended to. Along these lines there is need of a
new technique which can offer most extreme
resource utilization, maximum throughput, less
response time, dynamic resource scheduling
with scalability. This work proposes a Dynamic
Resource Mapping
technique for Load
Balancing in cloud computing environment to
address above issues. At whatever point a VM
becomes overloaded, the service provider
needs to disseminate the resource in such a
way, that the available resources will be used in
an appropriate way and load at all the virtual
machines will remain balanced. The proposed
dynamic resource mapping technique for load
balancing is as follows.
Step 1: Initialize n Virtual Machines based on
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the configuration such as CPU,RAM,Hard disk

{

VMn = VM1 + VM2 + VM3 +
VM4 + …………………………….. +VMn
Step 2: Request handler will handle n request
from the clients such that
Rn = R1+R2+R3 +R4
…………………………………………+Rn

+

Step 3: Request Handler will check whether the
request is valid or not and if the request is valid
it will be forwarded to Load Balancer.
Step
4:
Load
Balancer
consist
of
VM_Maintainance Table which maintain the all
records of VM in VM’s table which consist of
information such as memory utilization ratio,
cpu utilization, fitness value and load status.

Allocation_status = critical
Call VM_Load_Balancer()
}
Step 8: VM_Load_Balancer( )
{
For client’s request
Create analysis table based on response time
which consist of Migration_id, Destination_id,
Memory_Utilization_Ratio and response time.
Mapping
of
analysis_table
and
VM_maintanance_table to find out the suitable
VM.
}

Step 5: Calculate Memory Utilization Ratio
based on the memory usage

Step 9: Based on response time of different
VM , forward the request to suitable VM.

λavailable_memory
λused_memory

Step 10: Once VM will be migrated, Check
Resource utilization of VM.

γ=

λavailable_memory
λtotal_memory

=

λtotal_memory

–

∗ 100

Step 6: Every VM will maintain a Request
queue to handle the incoming request from the
users
ρ = current queue size of VM’s.
Q_L Threshold = Threshold limit of
request queue.
𝛿ρ = service request queue size
Calculating the service request size
δρ =

ρ
δt

If (𝛿ρ > Q_L Threshold)
No new request can be handled

4. Implementation and Results
Implementation of the proposed algorithm
of Dynamic Resource mapping algorithm has
been implemented on open source platform
of OpenStack cloud in Redhat Linux.
Hardware and Software specifications are
describe here
A. Hardware Specifications:
System Name: Dell Inspiron 3543
Processor :
Intel
Generation), Quad Core

Step 7: Set the threshold value of VM’s to
indicate whether the VM is critical or not..

Gigabit Ethernet

Allocation_status = normal
Update load_table of VMs
}
Else

(7th

Hard Disk : 1TB
Cache : 4MB

{

i3

RAM: 12 GB (DDR 4)

by server.

If( ζ >25 && ζ <75 )

core

B. Software Specifications:
Base Operating System: CentOS Linux
7 (Core)
CentOS
Release:
release7.3.centos.x86_64 (Core)

centos-

Cloud computing platform: OpenStack
OpenStack version: 14.0.2-1.el7
Virtual

Machine

Operating
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Fedora Linux

Image format: qcow2

C. Cloud Instance Specifications:

Bootable: Yes

VCPUs: 1

Volume Size: 4GB

RAM: 1 GB

Network Topology: Fig 2 describes the
topology

Root Disk: 3 GB
Swap Disk: 500 MB

Fig 2 Creating Network Architecture in OpenStack Cloud

Fig 3 Load of Instances before applying Load Balancing Algorithm
https://escipub.com/american-journal-of-computer-engineering/
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Fig 4 Load of Instances after applying Load Balancing Algorithm
The recommended load balancing algorithm
has been investigated the cloud infrastructure
which is assigned in past section. Workload
situation before load balancing is appeared in
Fig. 2. Before load balancing, the virtual
machine having IP address [192.168.0.69] is
overloaded, though the virtual machine
having IP address [192.168.0.70] is under
loaded. The load balancer chooses to adjust
load among overloaded VM [192.168.0.69]
and under loaded VM [192.168.0.70].
Workload balancing after load balancing is
appeared in Fig. 3. After load balancing,
presently the virtual machine having IP
address [192.168.0.69] is working typically,
which was prior intensely loaded before load
balancing occurred.

computing environment where suitable VM
need to be find based on the migration_id
where cpu utilization of resources increase
above the threshold value . Future work will
be focused on implementing proposed work
to get the better result by including the
parameters such as scalability and fault
tolerance.

5. Conclusion
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